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The Beat Police !
Posted by mael - 2009/02/28 00:32
_____________________________________

Hey there fellow breakers, 

the second outing on Katorza records is now pressed on wax and available in your record shop ! 

http://www.juno.co.uk/products/339359-1.htm 

http://www.breakbeatonline.com/vinyl/Maelstrom/The+Beat+Police/6454 

IDJ 
The second outing on this highly promising label. This time France’s finest Maelstrom shows just why he
has a golden reputation when it comes to his production talent. Youthstar on the vocals combines
excellently with Maelstrom’s beats, which move between a break and 4/4 keeping the track interesting
and full of energy! 4/5 

M8 
The second release and woooah this is a biggie that will appeal to breaks heads and the likes of
Crookers , Fake Blood etc; that urban booty bounce bass line house electro thang that is ever so popular
these days and rightly so. Three mixes to chose from, the first a breaks house crunk b boy hybrid, MC
urging you to ‘bounce to this, and you will, the second with live marching percussion, 70’s funk soul
interludes and straight into a Teutonic pounding hip-tech-bass-hop-electro-house-breaks smash up of
epic proportions. The Redux rmx, 4/4 peak time, bounce with a dash of speed garage bass lineall tied
together with MC Youthstar giving it some B Boy urban-tude. 
We Likes all mixes!! 
M7/M8 RECOMMENDED 

DJs SUPPORT 

Aquasky (Passenger / 777 / UK) 
yeah man, am feeling this and would like to request some vinyl if you are still supporting the genre, nice
grooves 
Lee Mortimer (Dubsided / Frontroom / Wearhouse / UK) 
i like the Is This House Mix. will definitely fit in with what i play. 
Slyde (Fingerlickin / UK) 
thanks for the tune m8,i nicked it off plaza de funk b4 ya sent it,loving the main mix, really fat, keep up
the good work man 
Rico Tubbs (Menu Music / Finland) 
Feeling both mixes - but the 2-step vibe of the original takes the crown in the end! Relevant breaks is
hard to find but this is a winner! Radio&dj support! 
Dopamine (Lot 49 / Title Fight / AU) 
Loving the Is This House mix. Will give it a few spins 

and also : Crookers, NAPT, Drumattic Twins, Heavy Feet, Jay Cunning, Beat Monkeys... 
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digital available soon .../...
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